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TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMISSION 
 
The following presentations were shared at the meeting.  

 
 Kevin Gibbs 
 Executive Director: Delivery 
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5. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  3 - 4 

 To receive submissions from members of the public which have been 
submitted in advance in accordance with the Council’s Public 
Participation Scheme for Overview and Scrutiny. 
 

 

Climate Change 

As part of its focus on Climate Change the Commission has invited guests to address the 
Commission before considering the Council’s Strategy and proposals. 
 

 Professor Nigel Arnell ( Meteorology dept. University of Reading) who will address 
the committee on the scientific evidence and effects of climate change (15 minutes)  

 Professor Tim Dixon (Chair Sustainable Futures - University of Reading)  who will 
give a short overview of work including that undertaken by other authorities (15 
minutes) 

 Kathryn O’Neal representing Bracknell Climate Change Action Group to speak on 
their views on climate change measures (15 minutes) 

 Update from Climate Change review group about the activity to date (10 minutes) 

 Kevin Gibbs, Executive Director: Delivery to speak to the Council’s Strategy and 
proposals on Climate Change (20 minutes) followed by questions (15 minutes) 

 Councillor Mrs Hayes, Executive Member for the Environment to answer questions 
on her portfolio in relation to climate change (20 minutes) 

 Councillor Turrell, Executive Member for Planning and Transport to answer questions 
on his portfolio in relation to climate change (20 minutes) 

 Next steps 
 



8. WORK PROGRAMME UPDATE  49 - 50 

 Overview and Scrutiny Panel Chairs to provide a verbal progress 
update on the work programme. 
 
The Commission to consider any proposed changes to the Overview 
and Scrutiny work programme such as scope, scheduling or duration 
and its potential impact on the delivery of the overall programme. 
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Public Participation
Rebecca Murphy 

on behalf of CPRE Berkshire
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CHANGING CLIMATE RISK 
IN THE THAMES VALLEY

Professor Nigel Arnell
Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
2 December 2020
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Headlines

A changing climate will alter appreciably climate 
risks and resources in the Thames Valley

Changes in climate over the long term are
strongly affected by global actions to reduce
emissions

Over the next 20-30 years, changes will not be 
affected by how we reduce emissions now

Climate will change – but it might be difficult to 
identify a trend in the short term
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The global picture

Future emissions depend 
on
- Changes to the global 

economy
- National and 

international policies to 
reduce emissions
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Changing climate in the Thames Valley

UKCP18 probabilistic projections
Sampled for 2, 3 and 4oC pathways: change relative to 1981-2010
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Changing risks in the Thames Valley

UKCP18 probabilistic projections
Sampled for 2, 3 and 4oC pathways
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The next 30 years

UKCP18 probabilistic projections
Sampled for 2, 3 and 4oC pathways: note change in axis limits
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Trends and future changes

UKCP18 probabilistic projections, 4oC pathway
Observed data to 2018. Red line is 10-year mean
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Future risk

IPCC SREX (2010)

Future risk is a 
function of hazard, 
exposure and 
vulnerability.

Reducing exposure and 
vulnerability reduces 
risks
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Key conclusions

A changing climate will alter appreciably climate 
risks and resources in the Thames Valley

Changes in climate over the long term are
strongly affected by global actions to reduce
emissions

Over the next 20-30 years, changes will not be 
affected by how we reduce emissions now

Climate will change – but it might be difficult to 
identify a trend in the short term
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Thank you
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Climate Change Strategies & Action 
Plans: Critical Success Factors

Professor Tim Dixon
Professor in Sustainable Futures in the Built Environment and Co-Chair RCCP
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How close are 
we to 1.50 C? 
(IPCC, 2018)

• ‘Acting on the 

science…’

• Evidence-based

• Winning the 

argument

• Not if, but how 

soon can 

emissions be 

cut?
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Climate 
Emergency 
Declarations

• Climate 

emergency 

declarations in 

1,840 

jurisdictions and 

local 

governments 

cover 820 million 

citizens

Source: http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/new-thinking-climate-emergency-declarations-accelerating-decarbonisation/
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Climate Emergency Declarations

6

Source: APSE, 2020
Source: Aether-UK
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Berkshire: Climate Change Strategies

7

Unitary 
authority

Climate
Emergency
Declaration?

Target Year Strategy/
Action Plan?

West Berks Yes ‘Carbon 
neutral’

2030 Yes 
(Environment)

Reading Yes ‘Net zero’ 2030 Yes

Wokingham Yes ‘Net zero’ 
(carbon 
neutral)

2030 Yes

Slough Yes ‘Net zero’ 2050 In progress

Windsor & 
Maidenhead

Yes ‘Net Zero’ 2050 Yes

Bracknell 
Forest

No ‘Carbon 
neutral’

2050 In progress
Source: Wokingham BC
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Benefits of taking action on climate

change
Economic benefits Social benefits Environmental benefits

Clean and inclusive growth in 
the local economy

More active, outdoor lifestyles Improved air quality

Reduced energy costs Healthier diets Better access to greenspace

Increased energy security Warmer, healthier homes Improved connection with 
nature

Reduced congestion Quieter, safer streets Healthier water

New jobs in the low carbon 
economy

Vulnerable people protected 
locally and globally

Improved biodiversity

Reduced economic costs of 
climate impacts

More cohesive, engaged 
communities

Reduced risk of flooding and 
extreme weather

New commercial opportunities 
for businesses

Improved physical and mental 
health

Global environment 
safeguarded for future 
generations
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New opportunities post-COVID-19?

9
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Learning 
from other 
cities during 
COVID

• ‘Climate positive’ 

behaviour

• Cycling lanes

• Improved air 

quality

• Pedestrianisation

• Redesign of city 

economies

• 15 minute city?

24



What can councils do?

11

• Energy and carbon efficiency of 

council’s own estate

• Electricity generation and grid 

(and green electricity purchase)

• Low carbon EVs

• Active mobility

• Procurement

• Tree planting, biodiversity and 

woodland management

• Waste management

• Area-wide 

leadership/partnership: direct & 

indirect influence
Source: https://www.bracknellnews.co.uk/news/18309136.bracknell-forest-
council-climate-change-five-things-learnt/
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Toolkits and networks
• Place Based Climate 

Action Network 

(https://pcancities.org.uk/)

• Tyndall Carbon Budget 

Tool 

(https://carbonbudget.man

chester.ac.uk/reports/)

• UK100 - UK100 is a network 
of highly ambitious local 
government leaders, who 
have pledged to secure the 
future for their communities 
by shifting to 100% clean 
energy by 2050. 12Source: PCAN, 2020
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Climate Commissions

• Climate Commissions are 

independent city- or area-

wide partnerships bringing 

together people and 

organisations from the 

public, private and civic 

sectors who work 

collaboratively to help 

drive, guide, support and 

track climate action (PCAN 

2020). 

27



Climate Commissions 

• ‘Independent’: independent 

voices and partnership-

based

• ‘Expert-led’: small expert 

groups which advise

• ‘Local authority’: broader 

groupings but LA-led 

• ‘Third sector’: networks of 

NGOs etc (Creasy et al, 2020)
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Critical 
Success 
Factors
• Relative independence

• Attracting a 
representative range of 
sectors from across the 
area is important in 
building a relevant and 
collaborative body

• Engagement across 
the LA area is key 

• Scale and focus

• Funding is important 
to maintain 
momentum and ensure 
that meaningful action is 
taken 
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Citizens’ Climate Assemblies 

(or Panels and Juries)

16
https://www.climateassembly.uk/https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20011/environment/1343/oxford_citizens_assembly_on_climate_change
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ICLEI 
Principles :
City Climate 
Action
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UN Sustainable Development Goals
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Community Energy and Green Finance: 
Oxford, West Berkshire and Reading
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Reading Climate Change Partnership

20

• Formed in 2007

• Originally part of the Local 
Strategic Partnership

• Governance review underway

• Multi-stakeholder partnership –
volunteer Board, supported by part-
time co-ordinator

• Runs on sunshine (from solar feed-
in-tariff income)!

• Hosted by Reading Borough 
Council

• Links with Reading 2050 Vision 
(https://livingreading.co.uk/reading-
2050)

All RCCP/RCAN slides permission of RCCP
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Communities and organisations 

coming together in Reading 

to tackle climate change

www.readingcan.org.uk
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Strategy vision: 
a climate-
resilient, 
net zero town 
by 2030

Target audience: 

everybody who 

lives, works 

or studies in 

Reading

36



The pathway to a Net Zero Reading by 2030

Renewable energy: 
generating more energy 
from renewable sources Nature-based solutions: 

working with nature to help 
tackle climate change, in 

terms of measures to reduce 
emissions, capture carbon 

and to help us adapt to 
climate impacts

Housing: retrofitting and 
building new homes and 

other buildings to low/zero 
carbon standards 

Consumption and waste: 
buying and using less ‘stuff’, 

reducing waste and 
developing Reading’s 

‘circular economy’ 

Transport: reducing traffic and 
the need to travel by more 

polluting modes of transport, 
promoting walking, cycling and 

public transport, and phasing 
out petrol/diesel in favour of 

electric vehicles 
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Developing the 2020-25 strategy 

and action plan

• Written by six theme leads, each supported by a small task force

• Consultation draft considered by RBC Policy Committee March 2020

• Final draft endorsed by RBC Policy Committee 9th November 2020
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Join us now to take action!
Visit www.readingcan.org.uk

@ReadingCAN readingcan ReadingCAN

39
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What next?
Climate 
Action 
Planning

Source: Arup, 2020
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Thank you!
• t.j.dixon@reading.ac.uk
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How can Bracknell become a home 
to thriving people, in a thriving 

place, while respecting the 
wellbeing of all people and the 

health of the whole planet?

• Show a commitment
• Use wealth of resources
• Work from a vision backwards
• Use our community
• Finalise, publicise and act

1
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The time to act is 
NOW
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Overview and Scrutiny Commission
2 December 2020

Education, Skills and Growth Panel

Apprenticeships

Due date 
of completion

February 2021

Dates of activity
Survey results and recommendations meeting - 16 December
Further interviews - TBC

Current RAG 
Rating

On track

Concerns/remedial 
work

None highlighted

Progress

The panel has spoken to four witnesses and proposed initial 
recommendations which has developed further areas of 
investigation. Next steps: Survey results and further witness 
questions

1

2
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Environment and Communities Panel

Registered Social Landlords

Due date 
of completion

March 2021

Dates of activity
Interviews with officers from housing and the PPP on 10 
December.
Interviews with 2 RSLs on 16 December

Current RAG 
Rating

On track

Concerns/remedial 
work

None identified

Progress
Approach and schedule defined. Evidence pack 
circulated. Questions for witnesses are in development.
Next steps: agree how to involve residents.

Wellbeing and Finance Panel

Social Isolation & Loneliness
Due date of 
completion

March/April 2021

Dates of activity

Week beginning 14th December – engagement with 
residents
January – activities will begin and these will include 
interviewing key witnesses ; benchmarking data against our 
comparator authorities and testing out digital Council and 
partner systems to check for accessibility.

Current RAG 
Rating

On track

Concerns/remedial 
work

None identified

Progress
Schedule of activity and evidence pack                             
being developed.
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